Design

Place of origin: Britain (made)

Date: 1943-1952 (made)


Materials and Techniques: pen and ink, drawing

Credit Line: Given by the Board of Trade

Museum number: E.54-1964

Gallery location: Prints & Drawings Study Room, level F, case TOPIC, shelf 2C

Descriptive line

Sir (Sydney) Gordon Russell for the Advisory Committee on Utility Furniture, component drawing for a chair, dated between 1943 and 1952.

Physical description

One of 15 working drawings in pen and ink, for Utility furniture, showing bedroom, dining-room, kitchen and nursery furniture constructed of wood, metal and cane and willow, with diagrams of joints and spring unit components. This design is a component drawing for a chair.

Dimensions

Height: 38.1 cm drawing, Width: 22.9 cm drawing, Height: 405 mm sheet, Width: 258 mm sheet

Museum number

E.54-1964

URL

http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O1042110/design-russell-sydney-gordon/